The distribution of fitness effects (DFE) defines how new mutations spread through an 16 evolving population. The ratio of non-synonymous to synonymous mutations (dN/dS) has 17 become a popular method to detect selection in somatic cells, however the link, in somatic 18 evolution, between dN/dS values and fitness coefficients is missing. Here we present a 19 quantitative model of somatic evolutionary dynamics that yields the selective coefficients 20 from individual driver mutations from dN/dS estimates, and then measure the DFE for 21 somatic mutant clones in ostensibly normal oesophagus and skin. We reveal a broad 22 distribution of fitness effects, with the largest fitness increases found for TP53 and NOTCH1 23 mutants (proliferative bias 1-5%). Accurate measurement of the per-gene DFE in cancer 24 evolution is precluded by the quality of currently available sequencing data. This study 25
An alternative approach is to infer selective coefficients directly from somatic genome 51 sequencing data. Methods to identify positively-selected (driver) mutations rely on finding 52 genes that have significantly more mutational 'hits' (typically hits are non-synonymous 53 mutations) than would be expected by chance, after correction for factors known to influence 54 the mutation rate across the genome 8 . Conversely, negatively selected genes are expected to 55
show a paucity of mutations 9,10 . This idea is formalised in the calculation of the dN/dS ratio 56 -a method originally developed in molecular species evolution -that has recently been 57 adapted for use to study somatic evolution (both cancer and normal tissue) 3, [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . The intuitive 58 idea behind dN/dS is to measure the rate of non-synonymous (dN) mutations (possibly under 59 selection) and compare that to the rate of synonymous (dS) mutations (presumed neutral). 60
The ratio of these two numbers, each normalised for the local sequence-specific biases in the 61 mutation rate, putatively identifies a signature of selection: dN/dS > 1 indicating positive 62 selection, dN/dS = 1 indicating neutral evolution and dN/dS < 1 indicating negative selection. 63 64
Transforming dN/dS values to selective coefficients in somatic evolution is an unaddressed 65 problem. dN/dS was originally developed in the context of species evolution using the 66
Wright-Fisher process, a classical population genetics model that assumes that evolution 67 occurs over very long timescales, which permits new mutations to fix within lineages, and also 68 that the population size is constant, with all individuals having equal potency and non-69 overlapping generations. Under the Wright-Fisher model, the dN/dS of a locus is related to its 70 selective coefficient by the relation 16 : 71
Where is the effective population size and the selection coefficient. 74 75 However, in somatic evolution the assumptions of the Fisher-Wright model are violated. 76 Somatic evolution is rapid and new mutations are infrequently fixed in the population 17 , 77 clonal dynamics are complex and population sizes unlikely to be constant 18 . Further, the lack 78 of recombination in somatic evolution can result in strong hitchhiking effects. In addition, 79 since in somatic evolution the ancestral genome is known it circumvents the need to measure 80 dN/dS across a phylogeny (a necessary step for dN/dS analysis in species evolution). 81
Violations of some of these assumptions was previously recognised to make the 82 interpretation of dN/dS problematic 19, 20 , and consequently the relationship between 83 selective coefficients and dN/dS values is uncertain. 84 85
The size distribution of clones (called the site frequency spectrum in population genetics 86 nomenclature) also contains information on the selective coefficients of newly arising 87 mutations. Mathematical descriptions of the dynamics of populations of cells can make 88 predictions on the shape of the clone size distribution under different demographic and 89 evolutionary models 21, 22 , and this approach has been used to quantify the dynamics and cell 90 fate properties of stem cells across many tissues [23] [24] [25] . We and others have also used similar 91 approaches to infer the evolutionary dynamics of tumours in deep sequencing data [26] [27] [28] [29] . 92
To date, dN/dS analysis and the analysis of the clone size distribution have been performed 93 independently, with conflictual results 30, 31 . Here we develop the mathematical population 94 genetics theory necessary to combine these approaches and explore how the inter-95 individual measure of selection at a locus as provided by dN/dS values is related to the 96 underlying cell population dynamics that generate intra-individual clone size distributions. 97
This approach naturally accounts for the nuances in somatic evolution that can make the 98 interpretation of dN/dS difficult. We show how this unified approach allows for greater 99 insight into patterns of selection than either method in isolation, and importantly reveal the 100 precise mathematical relationship between dN/dS values and selective coefficients in 101 somatic evolution. We use this approach to infer the selective advantage of mutations in 102 normal tissue and examine the evolutionary dynamics of cancer subclones. 103 104
Results 105 106
A general approach to integrate dN/dS and clone size distributions 107 We present a general mathematical framework for the interpretation of frequency-108 dependent dN/dS values in somatic evolution. First, we construct null models of the 109 evolutionary dynamics in the absence of selection, and then augment these models to 110
incorporate the consequences of selection. Evolutionary dynamics differ between normal 111 tissues and cancer cells: in normal tissues maintained by stem cells, the long-term 112 population dynamics is controlled by an approximately fixed-size set of equipotent stem 113 cells undergoing a process of neutral competition 32 , whereas in tumour growth the overall 114 population increases over time. In each scenario, we develop a null model to predict the 115 expected genetic diversity in the population in the absence of selection. Positive selection 116 causes selected variants to rise to higher frequency than expected under neutral evolution 117 ( Figure 1a ), and negative selection has the opposite effect. This insight guides how we 118 model the effects of selection (i.e diversity of non-synonymous mutations). 119 120
Specifically, we defined the function ( , , , ) as the expected distribution of mutations 121 with selective (dis)advantage found at a frequency , for a given evolutionary dynamics 122 scenario, where mutations accumulate at a rate . For the remainder of the paper we use 123 passenger mutations to refer to those mutations that have no functional effect (s=0) and 124 driver mutations those that have s>0 . When comparing to data, driver mutations are taken 125 as equivalent to non-synonymous mutations and passengers equivalent to synonymous 126 mutations. 127 128
The functional form of ( , , , ) encapsulates the population dynamics of the system 129 with parameter vector , which may, for example, include the growth rate of a tumour, or 130 loss replacement rate of stem cells in normal tissue. The direct interpretation of depends 131
on the system under question. Following the logic of the effect of selection above, for 6 > 132
we have that: 133 134
( , , 6 , )> ( , , , ) .  135  136  137  138  139  140  141  142  143  144  145 Since dN/dS measures the excess or deficiency of mutations due to selection, taking the 146 ratio of ( , , ) when ≠ 0 to = 0 and normalizing for the mutation rates, which may 147 differ for passenger ( ; ) and driver ( < ) mutations respectively, informs how dN/dS is 148 expected to change as a function of the frequency of mutations in the population 149 (equation 1). 150 151
We discuss the general properties of this model. Firstly, when = 0 (neutral evolution), the 154 numerator and denominator are equal resulting in <, <= = 1, as expected. Secondly, dN/dS 155 increases as a function of frequency (clone size) for positive selection, and decreases as a 156 function of for negative selection (Figure 1b ), for all ( , , , ) that we consider. Thirdly, 157
the shape of the curves predicted by the underlying population model encodes the value of 158 the selection coefficient; for example the steepness of the increase is proportional to the 159 selection coefficient ( Figure 1C ). These observations are a natural consequence of positive 160 selection driving selected mutations to higher frequency ( Figure 1a In healthy tissue, only mutations that are acquired in the stem cells will persist over long 176 times, and so we restrict our attention to these cells. Quantitative analysis of lineage tracing 177 data has shown that the stem cell dynamics of many tissues conform to a process of 178 population asymmetry 32 . In this paradigm, under homeostasis, the loss of stem cells through 179 differentiation is compensated by the replication of a neighbouring stem cell, thus 180
maintaining an approximately constant number of stem cells. These dynamics are 181
represented by the rate equations: 182 183
where SC refers to a single stem cell which divides symmetrically to produce either two 186 stem cells or two differentiated cells (denoted as D above), is the rate of cell division per 187 unit time, and is the probability of a symmetric divisions. 
Where E is the starting population size and T the mutation rate, which may be different 200
for drivers ( ≠ 0) and passenger mutations ( = 0). ( ) is a scaling factor that depends 201 on ∆, the bias toward self-renewal, which we interpret as our selection coefficient in this 202 system. Specifically 206 207
We note that at long times (large ( )) equation [4] converges to a 1/ distribution for the 208 site frequency spectrum of a fixed size population 36 . ( ) can be interpreted as the average 209 size of a labelled clone after time , which even under homeostasis grows over time and 210 compensates for some clones being lost due to drift. From these expressions, we can then 211 write down a closed-form expression for i-dN/dS as a function of clone frequency (see 212 methods) that allows for maximum likelihood estimation of parameter values (∆, ). We 213 confirmed the accuracy of our derivation using simulations (Figure 2a ), and performed 214 power calculations to determine the minimum number of mutations required to correctly 215 infer the underlying population dynamics. We determined that 8 mutations per gene was 216 sufficient to accurately recover ∆ ( Figure 2b ) with accuracy increasing for higher mutation 217 burdens ( Figure 2c ). Selection advantages in histopathologically normal human oesophagus 231 We inferred the selective advantage of driver mutations in human oesophagus using 232 published deep sequencing data from Martincorena and colleagues 14,37 that documents the 233 clonal expansion of a panel of putative driver mutations in histopathologically-normal 234 oesophageal biopsies. 235 236 We used the dndscv bioinformatics tool 3 to calculate frequency-dependent dN/dS values 237 from these data (clone size measured in fraction of mutant reads multiplied by 2mm 2 -the 238 area of the biopsy -and assuming 5,000 stem cells per mm 2 tissue). dN/dS values varied 239
considerably as a function of mutation frequency ( Figure S1 ). 240 241 We considered the average frequency-dependent dN/dS values across all genes in the 242 panel, on a patient-by-patient basis. Our theoretical model of i-dN/dS calculated from these 243 data fitted strikingly well ( Figure S2 ). Estimates of the loss/replacement rate of the stem 244 cell population were in the range 1.2-5.0 per year ( Figure S2&S3 ). Inference of the selective 245 advantage (measured in terms of the bias towards self renewal ∆) revealed an average 246 bias of 0.004 (0.002 -0.005 95% CI) per missense mutation ( Figure S2 ). Nonsense 247 mutations caused a five-fold greater bias towards self-renewal of 0.021 (0.008 -0.032 95% 248 CI) ( Figure S3 ). After removal of all genes that are strongly selected, global dN/dS values on 249 the remaining 48 genes show dN/dS of approximately 1 across the frequency range ( Figure  250 2d), and i-dN/dS analysis revealed somatic mutation does not associate with a proliferative 251 bias (D=0). 253  254  255  256  257  258  259 We then fitted the data on a gene-by-gene and patient-by-patient basis for cases where 260 sufficient mutations were available to perform the fit (Figure 2e-g; Figure S4 ). A broad range 261 of selective advantages were inferred ( Figure S4&S5 ). Mutations in TP53 showed large 262 biases across all patients for both missense, D=0.057 (0.05-0.068 95% CI) and nonsense 263 mutations, D=0.094 (0.091-0.097 95% CI) ( Figure 3a-b ). This was also true for mutations in 264 NOTCH1 with D=0.029 (0.019-0.036 95% CI) for missense and D=0.072 (0.034-0.089 95% CI) 265
for nonsense mutations. NOTCH2, PIK3CA, CREBBP and FAT1 also showed a bias toward self-266 proliferation in multiple patients (Figures 3a-b) , though most had a small effect on fitness 267 (range 0.003 -0.029 for missense mutations and 0.030 -0.041 for nonsense mutations) . 268
Together these data suggest a distribution of fitness effects (DFE) characterized by many 269 small effect mutations with few large effect mutations (Figures 3c-d basis was limited by the low detected number of mutations, and the limited frequency 279 range (clone size range). Good fits to the data were obtainable for NOTCH1 missense 280 mutations in patient PD18003 with fitness estimated to be ∆=0.0149 (0.0148-0.0150 95% 281 CI), and TP53 missense mutations also in patient PD18003, ∆=0.0054 (0.0051-0.0058 95% 282 CI) Figure S6 . These fitness coefficients were similar to the oesophagus data. For missense 283 mutations we were also able to produce the distribution of fitness effects across the skin 284 cohort, which showed similar characteristics to the oesophagus data of a small number of 285 high effect mutations and a larger number of smaller effect mutations, Figure S6f 
Figure 4
Mutation copy number histogram across 2,619 TCGA samples coloured by mutation clonality, a. dN/dS by mutation clonality for missense, b and nonsense c mutations in a panel of 192 high confidence driver genes. The same analysis done per cancer type for missense d and nonsense e.
Clonal mutations have greater dN/dS than subclonal mutations in cancers 291
We next investigated the selective advantage of driver mutations in cancer. We first 292 investigated whether or not differences existed between dN/dS values for clonal mutations 293
(ie truncal, present in all cells in a cancer) and subclonal mutations (present in a subset of 294 cells in a cancer) were apparent. Using sequencing data from 2,619 cancers from TCGA that 295 had sufficient cellularity and depth (see Methods) we calculated the mutation copy number 296 (MCN) for each mutation and grouped mutations into subclonal, clonal and amplified across 297 the cohort, where mutations with MCN < 1 were subclonal, MCN == 1 were clonal and MCN 298 > 1 were amplified (Figure 4a ). We than calculated global dN/dS ratios for a panel of 198 299
high confidence driver genes (Methods). Interval dN/dS for cancer 309 We applied our mathematical approach above to calculate i-dN/dS in cancer evolution. In 310 cancer evolution ( , , , ) must account for tumour growth dynamics and subclonal 311 mutations which may rise and fall in frequency due to selection and drift. The well-studied 312
Luria-Delbrück distribution and its extensions describes these dynamics 39 . Specifically, the 313
Luria-Delbrück distribution describes the expected number of mutational lineages at a 314 particular frequency assuming an underlying birth-death process for individuals in the 315 population. For neutral mutations the site frequency spectrum has a characteristic where ; is the passenger mutation rate and ; is the survival probability of a lineage at 321 division. We previously showed that in many cancers across types (approx. 30% of cases), 322
subclonal mutations closely follow the prediction of this neutral model 26 . 323 324
Extensions to the classic Luria-Delbruck distribution describe the differential fitness of 325 mutants. We defined the relative fitness advantage as the ratio of net growth rates between 326 wildtype 'passenger' mutations ( ; ) and driver mutations ( < ) : 327 328 = X @ Here, N is the tumour population size at the time of sampling. Using these expressions 338 (equations 7&9), we derive i-dN/dS (see Methods). The equation exhibits the same 339 qualitative behaviour as for the stem cell model, in that dN/dS increases as a function of 340 frequency for positive selection and decreases for negative selection (Figure 5a ). Using a 341 simulation-based model to generate synthetic data, we confirmed the accuracy of the 342 model by accurately recovering the inputted selection coefficient by application of the 343 theoretical model and maximum likelihood inference (Figure 5a ). Interval dN/dS as a function of frequency for 4 simulated cohorts where driver mutations induce different selective advantages, a. Points are simulated data and lines are model fits, under each line is the inferred selective advantage and the true selective advantage in brackets. Power to correctly infer the selection coefficient depends on the number of mutations in the cohort, b. We generated a cohort of 1000 tumours and then subsamplesd the mutations (50 times) and inferred the selection coefficient. For TCGA we are limited by a small number of subclonal drivers to accurately perform the inference. The ratio of the driver mutation rate to passenger mutation rate has a strong influence on dN/dS, c. Here we generated synthetic cohorts where the strength of selection of driver mutations was 0.5, and different ratio of driver mutation rate to passenger mutation rate. When drivers are rare, dN/dS > 1 and we can accurately apply our model. When drivers are frequent compared to passengers we observe strong hitchhiking effects which results in dN/dS~1.
Subclonal dN/dS is strongly influenced by the ability to resolve low frequency variants. We 347 generated synthetic tumour cohorts that modelled subclonal selection, and simulated 348 'perfect sensitivity' for mutation detection. In these cases, where all mutations were 349 resolved, we measured dN/dS»1 (and hence infer a selection coefficient of 0), despite some 350 lineages being positively selected ( Figure S9 ). If only higher frequency variants were 351 analysed, then the measured dN/dS > 1 and the correct selective coefficient is inferred 352 ( Figure S9 ). We note that at very low frequencies the detected mutations are newly arisen 353 in the population, and so are as yet 'unfiltered' by selection. Consequently the ratio of non-354 synonymous to synonymous mutations is expected to be proportional to the respective 355 mutation rates of the two mutation types. The abundance of low frequency mutations also 356 increases exponentially with decreasing clone frequency, and so including very low-357 frequency variants 'drowns out' the effects of selection ( Figure S9C ). We note that the 358 limited sequencing data of the majority of currently available cancer genomic data means 359 that typically only high frequency variants are detected. 360 361
Currently available cancer sequencing data is insufficient to infer selective advantages 362
Limitations in the quality of currently available sequencing data meant that the theoretically 363 predicted frequency dependence of dN/dS values could not be assessed in cancer genomics 364 data ( Figure S8 ). Limited sequencing depth introduces uncertainty into the determination 365 of variant allele frequencies ("sequencing noise") which can result in incorrect classification 366 of mutation clonality. Visual inspection of the mutation copy number histogram for TCGA 367 data ( Figure 4a ) showed a very broad dispersion of MCNs, and the resolution at lower 368 (subclonal) frequencies was particularly poor. Issues arising due to sequencing noise are 369 exacerbated in the setting of dN/dS analysis where pooling the data from multiple patients 370 with different sequencing depth and purities is required. Consequently, the range of 371 subclonal frequencies where interval dN/dS could be calculated was severely restricted. 372 373 We tested whether or not looking at individual genes (rather than individual mutations) 374 allowed for measurement of the DFE. However, the lack of recurrent subclonal mutations 375 on a gene-by-gene basis precluded this approach. Power calculations predicted that a 376 minimum of 30 subclonal mutations in a given gene were required to accurately fit the 377 interval dN/dS model (Figure 5b ). This level of subclonal recurrence of individual mutations 378 was not seen in the data: for example, the average number of subclonal mutations in TP53 379 per cancer type, as well as the number of subclonal VHL mutations (which has been 380 reported to occur subclonally at an appreciable frequency 41 ) were both well below this 381 cutoff ( Figure 5B ). Consequently, large cohorts of tumours sequenced to higher depth are 382 required to apply this approach. 383 384
Aside, we note that the traditional dN/dS approach, and also our modelling framework, 385
assumes that mutations are independent, and consequently the possibility of hitchhiking of 386 mutations (e.g. nested driver mutations within clones) is neglected. In simulated data, we 387 observed high mutation rates for both driver and passenger mutations led to hitchhiking 388 being common, and subsequent obscuring of the signal of selection (Figure 5c ). In extreme 389 cases this led to dN/dS = 1 (apparent neutral evolution) even in the presence of multiple 390 selected lineages. For most cancers, the number of driver mutations per cancer is thought 391 to be low (<10) 3 , but nevertheless in hypermutator cancers the hitchhiking effect is likely to 392 be common. Thus, despite hypermutator tumours tending to have fewer copy-number 393 alterations and hence less problematic estimation of MCNs, the prevalence of hitchhiking 394 precludes analysis of these tumours. 395 396
Discussion 397 398
Here we have shown that the combination of dN/dS values with mutation frequency-based 399 information provides additional quantitative insight into dynamics of somatic evolution than 400 either method alone. Specifically, the combined approach enables direct inference of the 401 selection coefficients of mutations in somatic tissues. 402 403
Using this methodology we have begun the construction of the distribution of fitness effects 404 (DFE) in somatic evolution (Figure 3c,d & Figure S6f ). In histologically normal epithelium, 405 mutations of most genes considered showed minimal effects on fitness (near-neutral 406 evolution), though selection coefficients for some loci, foremost NOTCH1 and TP53 were 407 considerable (>1% and >5% respectively), and consequently the DFE has most mass close to 408 s=0 with a long right-tail of highly-selected variants. We observed that values of selective 409 coefficients of individual genes varies between patients, likely because of inter-patient 410
difference in the precise location of point mutations, but potentially also because of inter-411 patient variation in selective pressure from the microenvironment. Nevertheless, the 412 comparative rank of per-gene fitness coefficients was broadly consistent across patients. 413
This consistency in selective coefficients is in agreement with the observation highly 414 recurrent gene mutations in cancer 42 and evidence of repeatability in cancer evolution 43 . 415 416 We have previously measured fitness effects in individual cancers (but were unable to 417 ascribe fitness changes to individual genes) finding increases in growth rate in a selected 418 clone approaching 100% in some cases 27 . Care must be taken when comparing selective 419 coefficients between normal and cancer populations, because in the former we quantify 420 selection as tilt away from homeostasis and towards net growth of a lineage, whereas in 421 cancer we infer the relative growth rate of a clone within the tumour as a whole. With this 422 important caveat in mind, nevertheless the fitness increases observed in cancer appear to 423 be much larger than for normal tissues. We hypothesise that this is because the effect of 424 selection is weaker in expanding populations like cancer, wherein the generation of a 425 subclonal expansion requires very large increases in fitness 44 . 426 427
On a cautionary note, our theoretical work shows that the clonality of mutations strongly 428 determine the observed value of dN/dS, and so a misleading picture of the selective forces 429 operating in a tumour (or healthy tissue) will be produced if dN/dS frequency-dependent 430 effects are not corrected for. In an attempt to enrich for positive selection in some of our analysis we calculated dN/dS 497 for a subset of 198 high confidence driver genes 50 . 498
499
Over or under filtering of possible germline SNPs is known to influence dN/dS values in 500 somatic genomes 3 . We previously found that mutation calls provided by TCGA are likely 501 over stringent on filtering germline SNPs resulting in inflated dN/dS values 48 . To circumvent 502 this issue, we calculated a baseline dN/dS value by randomly selecting 1,000 genes 503 (excluding drivers) and then running dndscv across the whole TCGA cohort, reasoning that 504 this should on average return dN/dS = 1, and any deviation from this would be due to 505 under/over filtering of SNPs . Repeating this procedure 50 times and then taking the mean 506 value gave us our baseline value which we could then subtract from further dN/dS values 507
we calculate in our analysis. To confirm this procedure produces the expected result of 508 dN/dS = 1 in the absence of selection, we repeated the procedure and again, randomly 509 selected 1,000 genes 100 times and then applied the correction (subtracting the calculated 510 deviation from 1). As would be expected the mean of this distribution was dN/dS = 1, 511 validating our approach, Figure S10 . 512 513
To calculate the interval dN/dS measure we took our corrected mutation frequency data 514 and determined a low cutoff PQR based on the minimum mutation frequency. We then 515 created a vector of frequencies PST that covered the total range of mutation frequencies 516 and calculated dN/dS between PQR and all values of PST . This allowed us to plot dN/dS as 517 a function of PST and fit our interval dN/dS models. 518 519
Model fitting 520
We used a maximum likelihood approach to fit our models to the data. Defining the 521 where N denotes the normal probability density function. We can then find the parameters 527 that minimize the NLL and calculate confidence intervals on these estimates using the 528
Fisher information matrix. 529 530
Interval dN/dS models 531
For the stem cell model, using equations [2]-[6] in the main text, interval dN/dS is given by: 532 . Given that the data is in terms of 535 area, A we made the transformation = , where is density of stem cells per mm 2 , 536 which we set to 5,000 cells /mm 2 for fitting. For a detailed description of the mathematical background of the clone size distribution in 545 these models and comparison with simulation see the supplementary Jupyter notebooks. 546 547
Simulations 548 549
To confirm our analytical models and investigate the influence of uncertainty in mutation 550 frequencies due to sequencing noise and to challenge some of the underlying assumptions 551 of our theoretical approach, we developed 2 simulation based models. The first one models 552 cancer evolution and the second models stem cell evolution under homeostasis. For the 553 cancer evolution model, we adapted our previously described model 27 so that mutations 554
can be one of two types, neutral passengers or mutations that have an effect on fitness of 555 cells (either positive or negative). We model cancer growth as a continuous time branching 556 process. At each division, daughter cells acquire mutations with a fitness effect s at rate < 557 and passenger mutations (which are neutral) at rate ; . This is implemented by drawing a 558
Poisson random variable with mean given by < or ; . Fitness of passenger mutations is 0, 559 while driver mutations have fitness advantage s, where s is defined by equation [8] . We also 560 implemented a model where fitness was a random exponentially distributed variable with 561 mean s. 562 563
For the stem cell model we seed a population ofstem cells that then undergo 564 loss/replacement as described by the following rate equations 565 566
As only the stem cells are long lived the differentiated cells are not explicitly modelled such 569 that when a stem cell "differentiates" it is effectively lost from the population. As in the 570 cancer model, during division, daughter cells acquire mutations with a fitness effect at rate 571 < and passenger mutations at rate ; . Fitness increases the bias toward self-proliferation Δ 572 of a stem cell lineage. Additional driver mutations do not further increase the fitness of 573 stem cells. 574 575
To calculate dN/dS across a cohort of simulated tumours or tissue biopsies we count the 576 number of driver mutations < and the number of passenger mutations, ; and then 577 normalize by their respective mutation rates. In our model drivers = non-synonymous and 578 thus every driver has an effect on fitness. Then the ratio of these two numbers gives us the 579 excess or deficit of mutations due to selection -ie the dN/dS ratio. 580 581 = < / < ; / ; 582 583
For the interval dN/dS we simply calculate the T between PQR and PST . 584 585
To introduce uncertainty into mutation frequencies we perform a process of empirically 586 motivated sampling to the true underlying frequency . Firstly, we specify the average 587 depth of sequencing D, then the depth of sequencing for mutation i is given by 588
The sampled number of read counts is then 590
And the sampled variant frequency is then -= -/ Q 592 593
Code and data availability 594
Code used for the analysis are included as a snakemake pipeline which will reproduce all the 595 analysis and generate all the figures. Julia 51 was used for the majority the simulations and R 596 52 was used to analyse the data and generate the figures. Some of the analysis rely in 597 bespoke packages written for this which are freely available under and open source licence. 598
Code is available at github.com/marcjwilliams1/dnds-clonesize. 599 600 601 602
Figure S1
Global dN/dS values in different frequency bins for patient PD31182 showing that the values depend on the frequency of mutations.
Figure S2
Model fits for all patients in the oesophagus data set. Purple points are data and red lines model fits. Fits were performed separately for missense, a and nonsense mutations, b. Each plot is annotated with the inferred bias ∆ and the R 2 value. 
Figure S4
Individual fits for each gene in each patient in the oesophagus dataset. Points are data and lines are model fits. Analysis performed separately for nonsense, a and missense, b. TP53  PD30274  TP53  PD30986  TP53  PD30987  TP53  PD30988   SALL1  PD30273  SALL1  PD30274  SCN11A  PD30988  SPHKAP  PD30274  SPHKAP  PD30986  TP53  PD30273   NOTCH2  PD30986  NOTCH2  PD31182  NOTCH2  PD36712  NOTCH3  PD30986  NOTCH3  PD30987  PIK3CA  PD30988   NOTCH1  PD30987  NOTCH1  PD30988  NOTCH1  PD31182  NOTCH1  PD36806  NOTCH2  PD30272  NOTCH2  PD30273   KMT2C  PD36712  KMT2D  PD30987  NOTCH1  PD30272  NOTCH1  PD30273  NOTCH1  PD30274  NOTCH1  PD30986   BAI3  PD30988  CREBBP  PD30988  CREBBP  PD31182  ERBB4  PD30988  FAT1  PD30274 FAT1 PD30986 
Figure S6
Model fits per patient and per gene per patient when there were sufficient mutations in the skin dataset.
Points are data and lines are model fits, a-e. f shows the distributions of fitness effects for missense mutations across the cohort. There were insufficient nonsense mutations in the majority of genes to draw the equivalent plot for nonsense mutations. 
Figure S8
Interval dN/dS for 192 high confidence driver mutations. We observe no patterns that are predicted by our theoretical model.
Figure S9
Generating a synthetic cohort with selection and using all mutations to infer dN/dS values shows that in this case dN/dS~1, while if we restrict our attention to high frequency variants dN/dS>1, a. Inferred selection coefficients are accurate only when using high frequency variants, b. Using our theoretical interval model equation we see that fixing $%& = 1 and taking the limit $%& → 0 results in dN/dS = 1. 
